Current status and approaches to developing press-coated chronodelivery drug systems.
The past several decades have seen the development of many controlled-release preparations featuring constant release rates to maintain drug concentrations in the human body, regardless of the patient's physiological condition. However, long-term constant drug concentrations in the blood and tissue can cause problems such as resistance, tolerability, and drug side effects. People vary considerably in their physiological and biochemical conditions during any 24 h period, due to the circadian rhythm, and thus, the constant delivery of a drug into the body seems both unnecessary and undesirable. If the drug release profile mimics a living system's pulsatile hormone secretion, then it may improve drug efficacy, and reduce the toxicity of a specific drug administration schedule. Medication and treatments provided according to the body's circadian rhythms will result in better outcomes. This may be provided by a chronopharmaceutical dosage regimen with pulsatile release that matches the circadian rhythm resulting from a disease state, so optimizing the therapeutic effect while minimizing side effects. The press coating technique is a simple and unique technology used to provide tablets with a programmable lag phase, followed by a fast, or rate-controlled, drug release after administration. The technique offers many advantages, and no special coating solvent or coating equipment is required for manufacturing this type of tablet. The present review article introduces chronopharmaceutical press-coated products from a patient physiological needs perspective. The contents of this article include biological rhythms and pulsatile hormone secretion in humans, the reasons for using pulsatile drug delivery for disease treatment, recent chronopharmaceutical preparations appearing on the market, updated compilation of all research articles and press-coated delivery techniques, factors affecting the performance and drug release characteristics of press-coated delivery systems, and recent challenges for the press coating technique. We also provide a brief overview of press-coating approaches intended for chronotherapy.